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HARC Repeater Information

VHF Kloof    145.600Mhz   88.5Hz access tone reqd soon.
Alverstone 145.625Mhz   88.5Hz access tone reqd.(not installed yet)

These VHF repeaters are linked on a hub repeater of 438.650 Mhz(Tx-7,6khz)

NATURN UHF       Kloof             Ch 1                439.125Mhz  (  mobile RX  )(-7,6Khz)
                 Ridge Road    Ch 3               439.025Mhz
                 Bluff        Ch 4                439.175Mhz
                 Athlone Park Ch 5                439.075Mhz  (not installed yet)
                 Kensington    Ch 6                439.275Mhz    136.5Hz  access tone reqd.

These UHF repeaters are star linked via the Alverstone hub repeater 434.650 Mhz (Tx-1,6Mhz)

Packet BBS and Digipeater Frequency: 144.625Mhz

BITS AND BOBS

1. It was with great regret and sympathy that we heard of the passing of  D     , OM Willie  ZS5WI’s  SW  on the
afternoon of the  27th July 2004. From the Chairman, Committee and  members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club,
our deepest sympathies go to Willie and family.

2. The HARC membership subscriptions are now due, so you can have voting rights at the AGM, R75 (+ Donation)
for ordinary licensed member, R15 for family licensed member, R35 for associate members. Payments to the
Treasurer, cheques may be may be sent to P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620. Payment can also be made directly
to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 250335824 branch code # 045626 a copy of the deposit slip must
however be sent to the Treasurer Fax 031-7013138.

3.    NATURN UHF REPEATER NEWS(Received from Brad ZS5WT)
         In line with the current trend on the NATURN uhf repeater system please note the following upgrades to

take place .  At present the Kloof channel 1 repeater on 439.125 Mhz is a carrier operated access.  I have
programmed the repeater such that the access is a dual monitor squelch. This means that carrier operation
in short term and IRLP working will access the repeater resulting in a very short repeater tail as per IRLP
recommendations with no form of beep recognition. If one has a CTCSS tone of 136,5hz the repeater at this
time acknowledges the transmission as a non-IRLP access and a longer tail with an acknowledgement of a
single beep-similar to that of the 145.600 Mhz Repeater.

         In future the repeater will become CTCSS access only and at that time the carrier operation squelch will be
switched off leaving a 136,5 hertz tone required for access.

        The repeater transmitter will not have a tone on its transmission.
        At this time the repeater will have no effect on the present operation .Only those who have ctcss encode on

their signals in transmit will benefit by having a tail back from the repeater and the beep.
        Any queries please contact Brad zs5WT at zs5wt@harc.org.za

mailto:zs5wt@harc.org.za


BULLETIN PRESENTERS

August 2004

22nd Gary ZS5NK  (031) 701-0109

29th Lawry ZS5HV (031) 702-8652

September 2004

5th Bruce ZS5BR  (031) 261-5851

12th Phil ZS5RJ (031) 2028807

19th Sean ZR5SEP (031) 2617200

26th Tony ZS5ACB (031) 708-2626

31st Gary ZS5NK (031) 701-0109

October 2004

3rd Lawry ZS5HV  (031) 702-8652

10th  Bruce ZS5BR  (031) 261-5851

17th Phil ZS5RJ  (031) 2028807

24th Sean ZR5SEP  (031) 2617200

----------------------------------0000000000000000000000-------------------------------

ADVERT
BRADLEY GLEN (ZS5WT)

 trading as: B-Comm
ICOM AMATEUR/COMMERCIAL

FOR ALL YOUR HAM/RADIO NEEDS
E.MAIL: brad@2r.co.za PHONE:   082 9943331 or (031) 764-0787

Humorous Quotation:-

"Friends come and go, but enemies accumulate."

--Arthur Bloch, Murphy's Law

"Science is true. Don't be misled by facts."
          --Arthur Bloch, Murphy's Law

BIRTHDAY BOOK

August 2004:

27-Aug Colin Bacon ZS5ED

September 2004:

01-Sep Martin Smith ZS5M
01-Sep Peter Wren ZS5PJW
05-Sep Jason Son of Marion/Brad ZS5BP
10-Sep Gary Potgieter ZS5NK
15-Sep Colin Ferguson ZS5CF
16-Sep Heather Barclay  Spouse of Rod Barclay
16-Sep Linda Myburg ZS5LYN G/Friend of Bill (ZS5KD)
18-Sep Bill Norval ZS5KD

mailto:brad@2r.co.za
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19-Sep Bruce Taylor ZS5BR
21-Sep Stan Heaven ZS5LX
22-Sep Bea Sink Spouse of Harold   ZS5KA
23-Sep Gary Clinton ZR5CGS
24-Sep Ian Mac Quillan ZS5IAN
27-Sep Cheryl Holliday Spouse of Dave   ZR5CW
27-Sep Heather Trezona  Daughter of Carolyn/Dave ZS5DT
28-Sep John Fielding ZS5JF

October 2004:

1-Oct Mal   Mc Kenzie ZS5ACV
2-Oct Willie Axford ZS5WI
2-Oct Cynthia Jones  Spouse of Dave  ZS5DJ
2-Oct Robert Suberg ZR5RHS
3-Oct Adrian Bean Son of Alan and Ronelle ZS5A/ROE
11-Oct Eben Henning ZR5ED
12-Oct Laura Mayall Daughter of Tony ZS5GR and Carol
14-Oct Rob Cohen ZS5LA
15-Oct Michael Gordon Son of Glen ZR5GDG and Christa
16-Oct Justin Furner ZS5KT
18-Oct Dulcie Hindmarch Spouse of  Rob  ZS5RH
18-Oct John Young ZS5YG
24-Oct Emelia Minny Triplets daughter of  Jan ZS4JR and Johannetjie
24-Oct Hannelie Minny Triplets daughter of  Jan ZS4JR and Johannetjie
24-Oct Janita Minny Triplets daughter of  Jan ZS4JR and Johannetjie
25-Oct Heather Nel ZS5MN Spouse of Gerhard  ZS5GN
25-Oct Frik Schutte ZS5KW
28-Oct Ellen de Bruin Eggenoot van Daniel ZS4DA
28-Oct Mike Parker ZR5ADQ

The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOTLINE NEWSLETTER

Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it,
thanks-Ed(Tony ZS5GR)

FOR YOUR DIARY
All times quoted in SAST

AUGUST

28 HARC Swap Shop New Germany Nature Reserve 13h00
29 SARL President’s net

SARL HF CW Contest www.sarl.org.za/public/contests

SEPTEMBER

3 National Arbor Day
4 - 5 All Asian DX SSB Contest                  jidx-info@ne.nal.go.jp

IARU Region 1 SSB Field Day www.rsgb.org.uk
5 DARC 10-metre Digital Contest www.darc.de/referate/dx/cqdlcont/corona02.htm
11 KZN VHF Contest  www.cqdx.co.za  see article in  Hotline
9 Closing date October RAE
11 - 12 WAE DX SSB Contest www.darc.de/referate/dx/xedcwr.htm
14 HARC Committee Meeting 19h30 Club House
18 - 19 SARL VHF/UHF Contest (2nd leg)    www.sarl.org.za/public/contests

Scandinavian Activity Contest CW www.sk3bg.se/contest/sacnsc.htm
21 HARC General Meeting 19h00 for 19h30 Club House
22 Schools close – inland provinces
23 Schools close – coastal provinces
24 Heritage Day
25 HARC Swap Shop New Germany Nature Reserve 13h00
25 - 26 Scandinavian Activity Contest SSB www.sk3bg.se/contest/sacnsc.htm

http://www.sarl.org.za/public/contests
http://www.darc.de/referate/dx/cqdlcont/corona02.htm
http://www.cqdx.co.za/
http://www.darc.de/referate/dx/xedcwr.htm
http://www.sk3bg.se/contest/sacnsc.htm


26 SARL President’s net
27 Deadline Radio ZS articles
30 Final payment date of SARL subscriptions

October 2004

2 – 3 Oceania DX Phone Contest www.wia.org.au
3 RSGB 21/28 MHz Phone Contest www.rsgb.org.uk
4 Schools open – all provinces
7 SARL 80-metre QSO Party (2nd leg)        www.sarl.org.za/public/contests
12 HARC Committee Meeting 19h30 Club House
14 Radio Amateur Exam www.sarl.org.za
15 – 16 CQ Hou Koers www.voortrekkers.co. za
16 – 17 Jamboree on the Air    www.jota.org

Worked all Germany Contest www.darc.de
17 RSGB 21/28 Mhz CW Contest www.rsgb.org.uk
19 HARC General meeting 19h00 for 19h30  Club House
30 HARC Swap Shop New Germany Nature Reserve 13h00
30 - 31 CQ WW DX Phone Contest www.cq-amatear-radio.com
31 SARL President’s net

From Phil: (Part 2)

HOW CAN YOU LIVE WITHOUT KNOWING THESE THINGS?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The percentage of Africa that is wilderness: 28% (now get this...) The percentage of North America that is wilderness: 38%

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The cost of raising a medium-size dog to the age of eleven: $6,400

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The average number of people airborne over the US any given hour: 61,000

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Intelligent people have more zinc and copper in their hair.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The first novel ever written on a typewriter: Tom Sawyer.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The San Francisco Cable cars are the only mobile National Monuments.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Chirpers Column de ZS5IAN – September 2004
The Chirpers Column September 2004. de ZS5IAN

Well fellow hams, today is a public holiday (Ladies Day) and what a fine day it has been. I spent it as I wished – sitting out
in the sun around the pool with my Icom 706MKII. As you well know, I like to be outside in the fresh air watching the birds
on their never ending search for food and water, and what better way to be with them than to have your transceiver with you
and some nice contacts to chat to. For an antenna, I set up a mobile Hustler on the roof rack of my Landrover.
I have in the past used my qrp rigs and portable military rigs whilst soaking up the sun, but decided to use my Icom today. I
have set it up so that I can take it with me when I go to picnic spots and can get all the bits and pieced assembled quickly. I
made up at wooden top for an old lightweight camping table that I have had for many years. It is made out of 5mm plywood
and I have glued a piece of wood on to the top to hold the bracket for the face of the radio. I find it better to have the radio
and the ATU sitting on the ground (well actually I put them on top of the box that I carry the bits and pieces in) and just have
the face on the table. This leaves me lots of space on the table top for my log book, my shorthand notebook and my paddle.
The paddle that I use is from Palm in Germany and is a very miniaturised paddle made for the Elecraft K1 type of rig. It has
a magnetic base and I find that using a weight from an old vertical blind is just dandy. I affix the weight (which is just a bit
of galvanised mild steel) to the table by means of some Prestik.
The Icom has a nice set up on the face and you can plug in your key into the second microphone socket which is on the face.
This is one of those modern flat plastic connectors and I have made up a little box that has a Icom cable connection on one
end and a stereo socket in the box, to keep it neat. Icom also have a socket for earphones or an extension speaker on the face.
(For the difference in impedance, they have a switch on the rear of the socket.) Very thoughtful these Japanese fellows!

As I have normally used a qrp rig, my power supply has been a 7 amp gel cell. Otherwise it has been a 24 volt rechargeable
pack for the military rig. I have also had a large battery from my last Landrover as a power supply, but that was too big to
lug around. So off to the battery shop I went looking for a “Leisure” Battery. I found a nice Willard battery with the deep
discharge capability that I needed. If you are not sure why I wanted this type of battery, you should listen to Alvin ZS5AES
on a Thursday night on the 600 repeater where you will pick up many valuable tips on electronics.  This particular battery
looks neat and has a white plastic case and green top. The handle is very strong and folds over when not in use and protects
the terminals from a short. When I got home I connected my 3 colour LED monitor to it. The LED’s are green, orange and
red and light up in various combinations to give you the voltage in the battery. This system is much better than a voltmeter
which may get bounced about in my Landrover. I prefer the idea of no moving parts! That circuit I got from Dave ZS5FR
and was found in one of the Durban club newsletters. Total cost to build was a fraction of the cost of a voltmeter.

http://www.sarl.org.za/public/contests


By 5 pm when I had made my last contact, I checked the battery under load and it was reading 12,6 volts. In fact, that was
the same as when I started off in the morning and I had made quite a few contacts. The output had been set on 40 watts. I
was mightily impressed with this Leisure battery. I now look forward to my next outing to Midmar Dam where I can test the
set up a bit more.

I don’t think I mentioned in my last column that I had been playing about with 160 meters. Anyway I had arranged to do a
test with ZS5WT on 1820 kHz and had just finished when I heard Edmar ZS6UT give me a call. I was using a military set
and the output was 20 watts into a G5RV. Now, I am told that a G5RV is not the ideal antenna for 160 meters, but hey, you
can’t argue with success!  Incidentally for any new ZS’s thinking of putting up an antenna and would like to work all HF
bands, I suggest you give the G5RV a go. Louis Varney had a winner with this design. Of course you need a matching unit,
but I can tell you that I have used it successfully on 160m, 80m, 40m, 30m, 20m, 17m, 15m, 12m 10m and 6m!! The 300
Ohm cable is not that easy to source in SA, but I remember Ronald ZS5RON saying that he made up some cable using
spacers that worked well.

Have you had a good look around your local swap shop recently? I picked up a Fluke bench multimeter at the last swap
shop. All that was wrong with it was a broken fuse. I cleaned it up, (the meter – not the fuse!) and it now has pride of place
on my workbench. I also picked up an Insulation tester (not sure what I am going to use it for), but after cleaning it up, it
looks impressive too! I also picked up a Viking Johnson matching unit. It has been modified a bit, and has settings for 80m,
40m, 20m, 15m and 10 meters. I am going to try and modify it so that it will work on 160meters and then I will use a long
wire and an earth for it. Maybe I can make a few more contacts outside div 5 with this set up.

I eventually got around to setting up my 80meter pixie – courtesy of Matthew ZS5PG . This is the one that has an output of
200mW. Unfortunately I choose the wrong time of day to get any contact, but I will keep trying. It has a crystal set on 3579
kHz, so if you are able to listen out for me in the early evening and hear my plaintive cry in CW, do let me know that you
heard me! I have not got a dedicated antenna for 80 meters and was using the G5RV through a home made qrp ATU. So
keep your ears wide open.

Heard John ZS5JON was thinking of buying a real power supply of 13,8 volts so that he can get rid of the chirp in his B25.
Now I am sure that most of you know that I called this column the chirpers column after the chirp that comes out of all B25
rigs. At one time we got 4 or 5 B25’s together and had a real chirp-in!  Come on John, don’t worry about the chirp, just get
on to your key and lets have a CW contact. I was once told when using my B25 from Swaziland that my rig had a nice chirp!
That was from an American living in Swaziland. Personally, I prefer to hear a chirp on a signal than no signal at all…….

Wonders will never cease! Sitting in the sun today and chatting to Derek ZS5DMC on CW, who else should come in at the
end of our qso, but Martin ZS5M.  I have had 2 other Morse contacts with Martin, but they were back in 2001, so imagine
my surprise when he came up! He told me that the points on his key were dirty and that he had just cleaned them (well what
would you expect seeing as they had not been used since May 2001!) Well I can tell you that his stay as a Royal Signaller
has stood him in good stead. Whilst he started off a bit shaky, it was not long before he was in full cry! Well done Martin. I
salute you. Also heard for the first time on CW was Royce ZS5FC. I believe that he was a regular CW operator many years
ago.

OK folks, it is dark outside, the birds have all gone to their roosting places, and I must send this to the Editor or he will not
let me submit any more articles.
Keep chirping!
Ian

Gary’s Monthly Article:
COMPUTERS  IN  THE  HAM  SHACK.

CONTESTING.
   The first CQWW contest I entered logging was done with pen and paper. Band changes had to be remembered and at the
end of the contest a pile of scrappy log sheets adorned the operating desk.
These had now to be re-written neatly on the proper log sheets and the score calculated.
This was a daunting task and a test of accuracy. Many logs were not submitted just because of the extra labour involved.
There was also the problem of duplicates. Some form of check sheet was necessary to avoid working the same station twice
on the same band.
Enter the computer. I use the contest logging program  CT. This interfaces with my transceiver via the RS 232 port on the
computer and automatically captures the frequency and time. If a station has been previously worked it will issue a warning.
Multipliers are indicated and a chart showing which zones etc have been worked.
A running total of score and rate of working stations is displayed.
At the end of the contest after  doubtful callsigns etc have been corrected or accepted a file is produced which is e-mailed to
the organisers. A robot responds and once the log is accepted that is it.
Certainly a great improvement!

STATION LOGBOOK.
    For this I use the logging program  LOG-EQF.
This also interfaces with the transceiver and records time & frequency automatically.
A records of previous contacts with the same station are displayed.
A  record is kept of stations worked and confirmed for the various awards such as DXCC & WAZ



Logs produced by CT can be merges with LOG-EQF to give a comprehensive record.

CHASING DX.
   Via the internet the packet clusters can be logged onto and stations currently on the air displayed.
The same cluster can be reached via 2 meters using shareware programs. Unknown prefixes are explained and beam
directions given. Sunset and sunrise are listed. Addresses for direct QSL can be found on line.

SATELLITES.
   It is difficult to imagine the satellite  world without a computer.
A real-time picture is presented showing the positions and times  they are in range plus a host of other information.

INTERNET.
    Want to know about up and coming DX operations, mods to your equipment,museums of old radios or just to read stories
about amateur radio, log onto the internet and the world is your oyster.

DIGITAL MODES
   Then there are the digital modes. You can use your keyboard to send morse and also display the received code on the
screen provided the sending station uses the correct ratio of dots to dashes.
Slow scantv, psk41, and the newer systems are a cinch.

OTHER USES.
Pull down the freeware program “HamCalc” and most of the calculations you will ever need to do are  covered.
Interested in antennas then the various antenna modeling programs will show the performance of a proposed antenna without
leaving your shack.

COMPUTERS.
   Most of the ham programs will run in a DOS environment. This means an old machine with a 386 processor can be used.
These machines can be scrounged for the asking. Of course the newer machines will be quicker. The only problem that can
arise is the computer interfering with the radio. Most of this comes from the display some being nosier than other makes. A
line filter between the computer and the mains will usually be a benefit. Laptops are generally less prone to cause
interference.

A Technical Matter? (abridged-Ed)

Title: Chicken Curry (from the Packet BBS)

It is a lovely dish but differs from the curries that are more common in the WCP area where the Malay type curry is
favoured. These recipes do not use ready mixed curry powders. All spices and herbs and on certain occasions with a little
masala. Enjoy Perfect Chicken Curry:

PERFECT CHICKEN CURRY

My XYL came across this recipe in a somewhat old booklet called 'The Perfect Curry". Whereas in the past we have made
curry with curry powder or pre-mixed massala with a variety of other spices. This recipe does not use any curry powder.

INGREDIANTS>
31/2 lb chicken 4 cardamom pods
2 oz oil or ghee 1 bay leaf
1 onion         1 tsp turmeric
3 cloves garlic 1 tsp ground cumin
1 tsp fresh ginger 2 tsp ground coriander



3 cloves 1 tsp paprika
6 peppercorns 1 tsp salt
2 inch stick cinnamon 5 oz yoghurt

We did deviate slightly, we had no yoghurt so used cocoanut milk and we couldn't find the cardamom pods but the final
result was superb.

HOW>
Cut the chicken into pieces or use a ready cut braai pack. Many people prefer to remove the skin but that is purely a matter of
choice. Brown the sliced onion in oil/ghee - stir in the chicken pieces, crushed garlic and all the spices.  Cook, stirring, until
the chicken is well sealed, 5 min approx. add the yoghurt and salt and mix well. Cover and cook gently until the chicken is
tender, 3/4 hour approx. Check occasionally to see if the gravy is too thick - it may be necessary to add a very little bit of
water. For a slightly less rich meal, substitute 1 lb peeled, chopped tomatoes foe the yoghurt. Serves 4.

This is the best curry I have tasted for a very long time. Good curry is never hot - only spicy, but if you prefer a little heat
have a small dish of chilly sauce on the table for individual addition. As with most curries the helping is usually laid on a bed
of rice or dhall. We tried something different - a bed of Spanish rice, fried, not boiled, and available in most supermarkets.

Give it a go and I promise you will not be sorry.

73 - Bernie, ZS1BW @ ZS0STB-(Next month-The Perfect Lamb Curry-Ed)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION

MEETINGS
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Clubhouse, first floor of the Westville Civic Centre, William Lester Drive,. on
the 3rd Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available at a nominal price. Talk-in facilities on
the Repeater frequency (145.000/145.600Mhz)

The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month at the Clubhouse in Westville starting at 19h30.

BULLETINS
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeaters (145.600 Mhz  and
145.625 Mhz network) as well as the simplex frequency of 145.225 MHz. all of which are linked through the UHF network,
Bulletins are also relayed onto a frequency of 7.055 MHz in the 40 meter band. A tape recording of the  bulletin is  re-
broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies.

The S.A.R.L  weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Highway repeaters at 08h30 on a Sunday morning.

The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.600Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h15 .

AMATEUR RADIO NETS.
An Early Bird Net operates every Sunday morning between 06h15  and 06h45 on the frequency of 7055 Khz. In the 40
meter band, conducted by Ian (ZS5IAN)
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long standing  starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. And continues until 07h40 Our
Net Controller is Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK).

Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.600Mhz and 145.625Mhz networks in the evenings. They are:-
Mondays 19.30 Discussion Net -Open(New!)
Tuesdays 20.00 Y.L’s net.  with Pam (ZR5PAM)
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)
Thursdays 19.30 Technical Net/Problem Corner by Alvin (ZS5AES)
Fridays 19.30 Discussion Time
Saturdays 19.30 HARC Newsline by Bruce (ZS5BR)
Sundays 19.15+/- Free

The SARL Presidents net  can be heard the last Sunday of every month at noon on a frequency of 7082 Khz



Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in.

PACKET RADIO
The user frequency is  144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is
ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF    The sysop is Tony (ZS5ACB), His telephone number at home is  (031)  708-2626

TECHNICAL EVENING
Further information from Eric Mawhinney (ZS5EWM) on telephone  (031) 262-2529.

HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER.
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies
posted to them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-
3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093.

INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES.
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5BP).

E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB.
harc@harc.org.za

SWOP SHOP.
The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h30 for 14h00  at the New Germany Nature Reserve.   Refreshments and
snacks are available at nominal prices.

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS.

mailto:hotline@harc.org.za
mailto:harc@harc.org.za
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